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SPHALERONS AND ENERGY BARRIERS IN THE 
WEINBERG-SALAM THEORY 

F. R. KLINKHAMER 
CHEAF/NIKHEF-H, P. O. Box 41882 
1009 DB Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

We discuss some recent results regarding non-trivia] structure in the configuration space of the electro-weak 
standard model and related classical solutions (sphalerons). 

1 Introduction 
Only quite recently has it been realized that the 
Weinberg-SaJam theory of the electro-weak inter
actions may exhibit important non-perturbative ef
fects. Remarkably, this happens despite the fact that 
the theory does not have instantons or solitons. In
stead, the non-perturbative structure [1,2] is char
acterized by a different kind of classical solutions 
that are inherently unstable. Such static, but unsta
ble, finite energy solutions of the classical field equa
tions are called "sphalerons" (the Greek adjective 
"sphaleros" means unstable, ready to fall). They set 
the energy scale at which the non-trivial structure of 
configuration space (=the mathematical space con
sisting of all finite energy, static field configurations) 
becomes apparent. 

The simplest, and perhaps most important, of 
these solutions is called "the" Sphaleron (3,4] and 
is related to the existence of non- contractible loops 
(NCLs) in configuration space. More concretely, 
the Sphaleron sets the height of the energy barrier 
( Es « Mw/c>wk) between the vacuum in topo
logical^ inequivalent gauges |5). This barrier, in 
turn, determines the rate of B+L violating reac
tions, which occur because of the Adler-Bell-Jackiw 
anomaly of the fermion number current, 't Hooft 
(6| was the first to calculate baryon number (B) and 
lepton number (L) violation in the standard model, 
but the tunneling rate he found was extremely small 
( r <x exp(-4*7a w .») ). In the last few years at
tention has focussed on processes that go over the 
barrier clantcally , for example during the high tem
perature phase of the early Universe [7]. It is possible 
that the Sphaleron may set the energy scale for other 

ion-pertuibative (collective) effects not necessarily 
related to B+L violation. It remains to be seen 
wether or not Sphalerons can be created in high en
ergy particle colliders [8]. 

In this short review we will not discuss these ap
plications further, instead we focus on the structure 
of configuration space and its attendant sphalerons. 
First we turn to the Sphaleron. The explicit solu
tion [3] is only known in the limit of vanishing weak 
mixing angle t>w • In this limiting case the fermionic 
fields are known also ; they give a zero-energy so
lution of the coupled Dirac equation [9]. As the ef
fects of the fermionic fields are beleived to be small 
(at least for thi- energetics) we shall henceforth con
sider the bosonic fields only. So the question is what 
do the bosonic fields of the Sphaleron look like at 
ew - 0£p a: ir/6 ? This question will be addressed in 
Section 2. The tentative conclusion [4,10] is that the 
Sphaleron does not change much as 8\v is increased 
from 0 to JT/6. 

Another complication arises at very large Higgs 
mass (Mn,„, > l2Mw) • the Sphaleron aquires 
more than one negative mode and other solutions 
("deformed sphalerons") appear [11]. As will be 
shown in Section 3, this occurs because of a simple 
deformation of the energy surface over configuration 
space and the minimal height of the energy barrier 
is now set by the Deformed Sphaleron [12]. 

In Section 4 we turn to the next level of structure 
in configuration space (arising from non-contractible 
tphcrcs), whose energy scale is set by the "new 
sphaleron" 5* [13,14]. Not much is known about this 
solution or its possible physical significance. We will 
argue that 5* seems to be related to Witten's global 
SU(2) anomaly [15). To conclude, more and more 



structure * in configuration space appears at higher 
and higher energies and a truly non-pcrturbativc un
derstanding (not just saddle-point approximations) 
of Yang Mills-Higgs theory seems to be required. 

2 The Sphaleron at finite 0W 

In order to set the notation we first review the 
bosonic sector of the Weinberg-Salam theory. We 
are interested in finite energy configurations of the 
following static fields : the SV(2) and V(\) gauge 
fields W and a, respectively, and the liiggs doublet 
• . Such configurations (suitably gauge fixed) span 
the so-called configuration space. The energy func
tional over configuration space is given by ( for com
pactness we use differential forms) 

£ = ƒ | - TrFA'F + i / A •ƒ + £>* A "(25?) 

+ ' V ( + ) ] , (1) 

where 

W = Wa"/2i, 

F = dW + gW/\W, 

ƒ = da, 

Z>* = [d + gW-ig'a/2)*, 

V(*) = A ( • ¥ - v , / 2 ) , . 

Recall that the Hodge operator * maps p-forms to 
(3-p)-forms and the over bar denotes Hermitian con
jugation. In unitary gauge 

,/2\v+<t>) 

the physical fields are the following : the Higgs scalar 
4> with a semiclassical mass MH,,,B — v/2Aw, the 
charged vector bosons W* with mass Mw - \gv 
and the neutral vector boson Z and photon A 

Z - W'cotSw -atine» 

A = W3tin6w + ocoscV (2) 

with masses Mz = Mw/ coscV and MA = 0, where 
the weak mixing angle t)w •• defined by 

tmaSwsg'/g. (3) 

We take the SU(2) coupling constant g » 0.63 
( a m t = g7/4* as 1/32) and the Higgs vacuum ex
pectation value v s= 250GeV to be fixed, whereas y' 

'due to the non-trivitl homolopy gionpi among *»(5'), 
s > 3 ; ibi complet* cIsMincslion of homotopy groups of 
spheres it an unsolved pioblcm in malheninlict. 

x<xci 

Figure 1: Sketch of coaf gaiation space with vertically the 
energy. Tbe sphaleron S is the maximal energy configuration 
on a noa-contractible loop (NCL), stalling and ending at the 
«acuum V. Only for *V =0 are the solution (3) and it* NCL [2) 
known explicitely. The litaalion changes somewhat for large 
lliggi coupling A, sec Section 3. 

(or *V ) is considered to be variable. The experimen
tal value of rV » rather large 0 £ ' as 30*, as follows, 
for example, from the value of the electric coupling 
constant e = ysinoV-

We turn now to the Sphaleron S and recall the two 
main results : 
1. there is a NCL [2], exciting only the SU(2) gauge 
and the Higgs fields, that gives as maximum energy 
configuration precisely the DHN solution (3] for van
ishing 6W , see Figure 1 ; 
2. the lowest order corrections in 0wto the DHN 
solution have been calculated [4] and for the energy 
they give a rather small correction 

W = £l[^-L6>w\, (4) 

where for X/g2 = 1 4 ° ' = 2.066 and L = 0.834 . But 
how accurate this is at finite values of 0w remains 
unknown. We shall now present some new results 
[10] which may shed some light on this issue. 

For finite «V we do not have an optimal NCL that, 
at its maximum, gives the desired Sphaleron solu
tion (cf. Figure 1). Other NCLs have maximum 
energies above the true Sphaleron energy and the 
goal is to make this maximum energy as small as 
possible. It is clear that, for finite values of 6V , 
we should construct a NCL which excites the 1/(1) 
hypercharge gauge field a as well. To do this we 
are guided by the following observation: for mixing 
angles Bw —> ff/2 the mass of the Z field becomes 
infinite and the Z field should be allowed to van
ish rapidly in the ansatz. This condition relates the 
U(i) field a to the H" field, which is determined, in 
essence, by the topological argument [1,2]. 

The starling point for the new NCL is a slightly 



modified version of Mutton's origin»! NCL [2], which 
was based on a specific SU(2) matrix V". This ma
trix provides a non-coatractible mapping of Si x St ~ 
S, into St'(2) i 5 , 

Vm(»,B,4>) = (cos1* + sin'i/cos») 1 + 

sinpsinf(sin^tfft + cos^iffj) + 

sinpcosffl — ctu$)icr3 , (5) 

where v 6 [0, *) is a parameter of the NCL and 9,4> 
are the coordinates of the sphere at infinity. We also 
define the 1-forms F* 

ir-'*ir = £ * . £ , (6) 

where o-* are the usual Pauli matrices. After these 
preliminaries we are ready to present the new NCL, 
which is parametrised by v 6 [-*/2,3*/2] . This 
NCL starts and ends at the vacuum and consists of 
three phases : 

I f € [—ir/2,0] uuiius up t ; 
builds up and destroys W ; II 

III 
«'G f0,ir| 
* 6 l » , * r / 2 ) 

builds up • ; 
builds up ai 
destroys • . 

Specifically, the configurations in phases I and III are 

•JÏ \ %\f?V + h CM7V ) 

and in phase II 

gW = -fdV W'1 +(f-f3)VF3^-U"-1 

2i 
g'a = ( 1 - / 0 ) F 3 

(8) 

where / , fJt ft and h are radial functions with the 
following boundary conditions 

r = 0 : / = / 3 = n = 0 , / 0 = l 

r - o o : ƒ = ƒ , = /. = /o = l . (9) 

It is possible to generalize this ansatz by having axial 
functions f(r,0) and similarly for } 0 , fj and h. 

With these configurations it is straightforward to 
evaluate the energyfunctional (1). We find that the 
maximal energy is attained at v = x/2 and that, 
for &w > 0, the energy density in phase II is ax-
isymmetric. At the maximum (v = ir/2) we then 
minimize numerically the total energy over the four 
(radial) functions in the ansatz. This mini-max pro
cedure gives an upper bound on the energy of the 

6 
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Figure 2: Upper boaads oa the energy ef the Spaalcroa at 
A/a1 = 1: the lowest fall carve is the maximal energy from 
the new non-contracliblc loop (8) and the upper full carve 
thai from Manton's loop {2j. The energy is normalised by the 
fur = 0 solution (iadiculcd by the dot) and the dashed line 
includes the Off1*.) correction |i»en by (4). 

Sphaleron. In Figure 2 we give some representative 
results for the energy and compare them with the 
perturbative energy (4). In [10] we have also calcu
lated the magnetic dipole moment of the 1/ = x/2 
configuration and it too is rather close to the pertur
bative result [4]. The conclusion is that the 6W = 0 
solution seems to be a reasonable approximation of 
the true Sphaleron at 6W = 0£ p a: * /6 . 

3 Deformed sphalerons 

In this Section we again set 9w = 0 and consider 
what happens to the Sphaleron as the Higgs quartic 
coupling constant A becomes large. It will turn out 
that, for A > A„ as loff1 or MH,„. > 12Afu/, the 
NCL [2] which runs through the Sphaleron solution 
is not the very best NCL, i.e. the one wi.h low
est possible maximum energy. Two facts |11| signal 
this : S aquires more than one negative mode and 
new solutions ("deformed sphalerons") appear. The 
one with lowest energy, at most 8% below S, will be 
called "the" Deformed Sphaleron (DS). These new 
solutions, which have non vanishing Higgs field at 
the origin, are related to Skyrmion-like solutions in 
the gauged non-linear sigma model [16]. 

The explanation of what happens is quite sim
ple [12]: the energy surface over configuration space 
gets deformed at large values of \/g2 . This follows 
from the observation that the number of solutions 
and negative modes satisfy a certain Morse equal-



Figure 3: Same as Figure 1, bat »ow for large Higgs coa-
pling» A,i < X < A,i. The eaergy IH(KC is deformed aad Ivo 
•tar solatioas (deformed sphaleroa DS aad its conjugate DS") 
have appeared [11]. Fei even larger Talon of A more aad mate 
deformed sphalcioas appear ia acw aastablc directions away 
from S, bat DS icmaias the oac of lowest energy. Two NCLs 
(2,12| thioagk S aad DS ace skowa. 
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ity, hence the topology is as sketched in Figure 3. 
But we are really interested in the precise shape of 
the energy surface and one could perhaps imagine 
(configuration space being infinite dimensional) that 
every NCL through DS has somewhere on it an en
ergy > £5, so that the height of the energy barrier 
between the inequivalent vacua still is E$- This pos
sibility is ruled out by the explicit construction (12) 
of a NCL through DS where DS is indeed at the top 
of the energy barrier. Remarkably, this NCL involves 
only spherically symmetric fields 

gWj = [ (Baz i )^ 

y/2 
\ Re0 + izkOk !»># 

( . ) • 
(10) 

where i is a unit vector and \(T),4{T) are complex 
valued radial functions with boundary conditions 

r -• 00 : x -» 1 8,\ -» 0 

<l> -> 1 rd,4 — 0 

r - 0 : I x I - 1 A x - 0 

Precisely how the functions x{T)t<Hr) change as one 
goes over the loop, starting and ending at the vac
uum ( xiT) = <b(T) = 1 ) while passing through DS, 
is quite involved and we refer to |12) for the details. 
The basic idea is the following : we start from the 
vacuum and we will always keep x(°°) - YM00) = 1 
fixed; then we let x(0) run over the unit circle in the 

Figure 4: Eaergy vs. winding aambei for the two aon-
coatractiblc loops [2,12] shown in Figure 3, one through the 
sphaleron S at a = 1/2 aad the other throogh the deformed 
sphaleroa DS at a ft 0.60. For the coapltag coastaats chosea 
(H„ = 20J/ir ; «V = 0) the eaergy of DS is only 1% below 
that of S, bat the profile is already qaite asymmetric. The 
loop through the conjugate solutioa DS" peaks sta% 0.40. 

complex plane and, simultaneously, # 0 ) at half the 
speed, cf. (11); and finally in the remaining config
uration, which has only Higgs fields excited, we pull 
$ 0 ) = - 1 towards the vacuum 1. For the configura
tions of this loop we have evaluated numerically the 
energy E(v) and the winding number q(v), where e 
is the loop parameter. Eliminating v we then have 
E(q) over a particular slice of configuration space 
as indicated in Figure 3. The results for £(9) are 
shown in Figure 4 and we see that DS is indeed at 
the top of the energy barrier between topologically 
inequivalent vacua. The last observation may be of 
some importance for possible applications [7,8] if the 
Higgs coupling constant turns out to be large. 

4 The new sphaleron 5* 

In the two previous sections we have discussed the 
implications of the fact that configuration space has 
"holes" as detected by non-contractible loopt. In 
this section we go one step further and consider non-
contractible spheres. Again we start by setting tw = 
0 , assuming this to be a reasonable approximation. 

The non-contractible sphere (NCS) in configura
tion space is parametrized by ft, f 6 ( - » / 2 , T / 2 J . 
The whole /i, v boundary maps into a single configu-



ratio» (the vacuum), so that we really have a sphere 
in configuration space. In ordinary space we will use 
cylindric coordinates p,+,z (r* = ^ + z1). The con
figurations of the NCS are given by [14) 

9W = -fdVU-1 

* = (i_«)4=f . , °, . , i 
V2 \ sin1/» + cos'u sin1»» ) 

—SO-
where V is the following 5(7(2) matrix 

«»+./»*, / • , (ï+dcoss-e",) _\ 
«̂  * ' " ' • |sin/i + icos|i——- T T - » | • 

V r ^ I x + dcosve.l / 

e-*"+"n)" sinit-,cos*.f^—; ^r a , 
\ Iz-dcoscc, | / 

(13) 

with t, the unit vector in the z-direction and / = 
j(p,z) and k = k(p,z) functions with boundary con
ditions 

f(0,±Jcosv) = n(0,±dcosi») = 0 

lim,_»/(/>,z) = l im,_.n(/) ,r) = l. (14) 

This NCS in configuration space has as external pa
rameter d, which controls the distance between the 
centers. 

Let us, once again, go over the mini-max argument 
(1] of how this NCS leads to the existence of a new 
classical solution S' of the field equations. First one 
takes the energy functional (1) over the configurations 
(12), which gives the function E((i,i>). The maxi
mum of E(p,v) is attained for /t - v — 0. £(0,0) 
still depends on the shape of the functions ƒ, k and 
minimizing over them brings us closer to a non-trivial 
solution 5* of the field equations. By "non-trivial 
solution" we mean different from the vacuum, but 
it could be that this solution is quite uninteresting, 
namely two sphalerons 5 infinitely far apart . We 
have ruled out this possibilly by showing [14] that 
£(0,0), for a particular choice of functions / and n, 
is already less than 2ES- To summarize, we have 

£ s . < min (£(0,0)) < 2ES (15) 

and this implies that in the 5(/(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs 
theory (6w = 0) there must be a genuine new so
lution 5* instead of an approximate solution with 
two sphalerons 5 infinitely far apart. It is quite 
likely that there is a corresponding solution in the 
full Weinberg-Salam theory. The reason is that the 

VACUUM 

Figure 5: Stack of coaagaratioB space : a NCL ia the 
vacaam becomes trivial by palltag it over lae eacrnjburict 
associated «ilk Ik* atw spkakcoa 5* 

(7(1) firld will only increase the "binding energy" 
(the picture is of two parallel magnetic dipoles at
tracting each other), so that (15) is expected to hold 
in the full theory also. 

Let us make some final remarks as to the röle of 
the new sphaleron S* : 
1. The baryon (and lepton number) of 5* is zero. 
5* can be considered to arise from the binding of 
a sphaleron S (B = 1/2) and an anti-sphaleron S 
(B = - 1 / 2 ) . The question remains, however, how 
close the true solution 5* is to the ansatz (12) with 
optimal ƒ, n and d. 
2. It appears that £5. is the energy barrier associ
ated with Witten's SU(2) anomaly [15). This global 
anomaly occurs if an odd number of Weyl fermions 
is coupled to an SU(2) gauge theory. Of course, the 
standard model has an even number of left-handed 
fermion doublets and there is no anomaly, but the 
energybarrier (Es-) in configuration space remains. 
The connection between 5* and the anomaly is most 
easily established from the Hamiltonian point of view 
[15,17). Now there are non-contractible loops of 
gauge transformations (for an odd number of Weyl 
fermions they interfere with the implementation of 
Gauss' law and hence the anomaly) and only by 
pulling them over an energy barrier can they become 
trivial. 5* sits at the top of this energy barrier and 
is precisely the configuration where a pair of eigen
values of the Dirac operator cross through zero. In 
Figure 5 we give a sketch of configuration space in 
one of the vacuum sectors |5j. It seems likely that 
£'5. will limit the range of applicability of pertur
bation theory (7) around the Sphaleron S. For the 
moment we do not know if the presence of the new 
sphaleron 5* could lead to other physical effects. 
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